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Abstract— Enterprise database systems handle a variety of
diverse query workloads that are of different importance to the
business. For example, periodic reporting queries are usually
mission critical whereas ad-hoc queries by analysts tend to be
less crucial. It is desirable to enable database administrators to
express (and modify) the importance of queries at a simple and
intuitive level. The mechanism used to enforce these priorities
must be robust, adaptive and efficient.

In this paper, we present a mechanism that continuously de-
termines and re-computes the ideal target velocity of concurrent
database processes based on their run-time statistics to achieve
this prioritization. In this scheme, every process autonomously
adjusts its resource consumption using basic control theory
principles.

The self-regulating and decentralized design of the system
enables effective prioritization even in the presence of exceptional
situations, including software defects or unexpected/unplanned
query termination with no measurable overhead.

We have implemented this approach in Greenplum Parallel
Database and demonstrate its effectiveness and general applica-
bility in a series of experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Databases and BI systems are a staple in modern enterprises
and pivotal when it comes to supporting businesses in their
decision making process. With an ever increasing breadth of
data sources integrated in data warehousing scenarios and
advances in analytical processing, the classic categorizations
of query workloads such as OLTP, OLAP, loading, report-
ing, or massively concurrent queries have long been blurred.
Mixed workloads have become a reality that today’s database
management systems have to be able to facilitate and support
concurrently.

Processing of mixed workloads poses a series of interesting
problems because different components of workloads compete
for resources and, depending on the resource profiles, often
impact each other negatively. This calls for mechanisms that
allow users to assign priorities to different workloads which
are enforced by allotting resources accordingly. The follow-
ing list illustrates some of the most prominent scenarios of
competing workloads with different priorities experienced by
users:

• Loading vs. reporting. The quality of analytical pro-
cessing relies, among other things, on the freshness of
data as provided by periodic loads. Loads are typically
performed in on-line fashion, i.e., the database system is
used for reporting while loads are going on. The timely

completion of loads is essential for all further analyses
and processing. A variant of this scenario are nightly
loads. Periodic loads are usually assigned higher priority
than reporting workloads.

• Tactical vs. strategic analysis. Concurrent reports may
differ in their general importance to the business in
terms of timeliness with which the results are needed
for business decisions. Tactical analysis reports typically
have near-term impact on business and are often assigned
higher priority than strategic analysis reports.

• Operational workloads. Operational emergencies require
administrators to act quickly for damage control, e.g.,
rectify data contamination that is the result of faulty load
procedures etc. These workloads should have precedence
over other ongoing activity.

• Operational safety. By assigning ad-hoc users’ workloads
appropriately low priorities, administrators can limit the
impact of experimental and accidentally complex queries
without having to monitor all activity on the system
continuously or even deny users access as a preventive
measure.

In this paper, we describe a mechanism that automatically
balances resources between workloads according to their pri-
orities by (1) determining the ideal resource consumption
rate for each individual query, and (2) employing a back-off
technique based on control-theory principles wherein every
participating process periodically checks if it has exceeded its
current target rate and adjusts its consumption as necessary.
The continuous application of this principle results in rapid
convergence between actual and ideal resource consumption
rate.

Prioritization in mixed workloads also has dynamic aspects
which may complicate matters quite substantially:

• How to determine the ideal resource consumption rate
under on-line query arrival?

• How to adjust priorities on-the-fly to resolve locking
conflicts when the query of lowest priority keeps others
from making progress?

• How to ensure maximal resource utilization?

• How to achieve robustness to be able to recover from
unexpected situations such as the cancellation of a query



or a crash due to software defects?
Our solution addresses these concerns in a wait-free fashion

without measurable overhead and achieves near optimal results
under a broad variety of conditions. This mechanism is general
and applicable to any time-shared resource such as I/O or
network bandwidth. In this work, we focus on CPU time as
the resource to control with this technique as it turned out to be
highly effective for typical large-scale data warehouse configu-
rations and workloads. The mechanism has been implemented
in the Greenplum Parallel Database version 4.0 and initial
feedback from customers confirmed both the effectiveness and
accuracy of the solution.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Sec-
tion II we discuss the motivation for our choice of CPU time
as the primary resource. The analytic model of the problem in
Section III is complemented with practical requirements from
an engineering point of view in Section IV. Sections V and VI
describe the architecture in detail and present extensions for
parallelism. Finally, Section VII demonstrates the effectiveness
of the solution with a series of experiments.

II. CPU-TIME MATTERS

In our design and implementation we chose CPU-time as
the resource by which to prioritize queries, i.e., queries of
higher priority get proportionately more CPU-time assigned.
At first, this might appear counter-intuitive. However, in
preliminary experiments we found CPU-time—not I/O nor
network bandwidth—to be the single most effective resource
for prioritization.

This observation is not product-specific but appears to
be rather typical for the standard hardware configurations
deployed in large-scale data warehousing [2]. Workloads tend
to be CPU-heavy for several reasons:

1) Large-scale data warehouse systems or appliances are
usually configured to provide significant I/O capacity.
As a by-product, these configurations provide substantial
I/O bandwidth.

2) OLAP workloads typically consist of scan-based queries
of high query complexity and are thus more compute
intensive. In addition, these workloads often leverage
user-defined functions written in hosted languages such
as Java, R, Python, etc., and usually CPU-bound.

3) Storage systems provide improved I/O bandwidth; rang-
ing from striping of data over RAID sets [13] to new
storage media such as Solid State Devices [11].

Also, a number of recently proposed techniques offer signif-
icant opportunity to improve the utilization of I/O bandwidth
by eliminating unnecessary I/O operations. Examples include
vertical partitioning of tables [5], compression (often along
with vertical partitioning) [21], [20], or co-operative scans [22]
to name just a few.

In the future, we expect these or similar techniques to be
adopted in commercial products contributing to a continuing
trend of emphasizing the role of CPU-time as the critical
resource.

III. MODEL FOR THE PROBLEM

In this section, we present an abstraction of the problem
introduced in Section I and establish a basic understanding
of the objectives a solution for dynamic query prioritization
has to accomplish. For clarify of exposition, we will refer
to independent units of execution as processes regardless of
whether the database system implementation uses processes
or threads. Also, we assume that a query always corresponds
to a single process i.e. query execution is serial. We will
address extensions for a parallel query execution model
in Section V. To express the importance of a query, we
introduce the notion of weight of a query, or short weight.
Consider the following example:

Example. Let Q1 and Q2 be two queries of weight w1 and
w2 respectively. When executed individually, we expect the
executor processes corresponding to these queries to achieve
a CPU utilization of 100%. If w1 is equal to w2, they would
each occupy 50% of the CPU over an overlapping interval of
time T . If Q1 is twice as important as Q2, i.e., w1 = 2×w2,
we expect Q1 to see a CPU utilization of 66.66% and Q2

33.33% of CPU time in that interval. •

Without loss of generality, we will primarily reason using
the interval of time T where queries overlap. No assumptions
are made regarding their exact start time. Consider a set
of queries {Q1, Q2, ..., QN} with weights {w1, w2, ..., wN}
executing simultaneously in some interval of time T . The CPU
time consumed by query Qi should be

E
(1)
i = T × wi∑N

1 wj

if only one CPU is available. Now, consider the case when
K CPU’s are available to execute the set of queries. Because
of our assumption of a serial executor, a query can utilize at
most one CPU during the interval of time T . Therefore, the
CPU time spent by query Qi should be

E
(K)
i = min(T, T ×K × wi∑n

1 wj
) (1)

We will abbreviate E
(K)
i with Ei in the following when

there is no risk of ambiguity. Equation 1 does not take into
account the utilization of the system. For example, in a system
with two CPU’s and two queries with weights 500 and 50, we
will end up with E1 = T and E2 = 1

11T and, hence, severe
underutilization of the second CPU.

To help model utilization explicitly, we introduce a coeffi-
cient of assignment such that {ai,j} represent the amount of
time CPU Pj is assigned to query Qi. All ai,j are subject to
the following constraints:

∀i, j ai,j ≥ 0 (2)
∀j

∑
i ai,j ≤ T (3)

∀i
∑

j ai,j ≤ T (4)



Equation 3 states that the total amount of time spent by
all queries on a specific processor is less than the interval of
interest T . Equation 4, along with other equations, implicity
captures the constraint that query execution is single-threaded
i.e. any valid solution to these equations can be translated to
a serial execution schedule of queries and vice versa. It is
rather straight-forward to handle the situation where a query
can utilize multiple CPU’s at a time as we will see later.

The utilization of the system is the total CPU time that may
be utilized during the interval T . Avoiding under-utilization
of CPU’s is imperative. To capture this requirement, we add
the constraint that the allocations have to maximize CPU
utilization:

∑
i

∑
j

ai,j = min(K, N)× T (5)

Finally, we need to define an objective function that captures
the notion of proportionate sharing of CPUs. We chose to
model unfairness of a solution as:

UF =
1
K
×

∑
i

|
∑

j ai,j − Ei|
Ei

(6)

The objective is to minimize UF while satisfying the
constraints on ai,j . The problem corresponds to a linearly
constrained optimization problem and is amenable to solving
with well-established techniques [17].

IV. REQUIREMENTS

Section III described the abstract problem of sharing CPU
between multiple queries. For a solution to the problem
of dynamically prioritizing queries to be both practical and
effective it has to meet the following additional requirements.

1) Effectiveness. The solution must provide a reasonably
good approximation of the optimization problem as
outlined in Section III. This includes maximizing re-
source utilization in situations that demand inversion of
priorities, e.g., in order to avoid classic convoy effects
caused by low priority queries that hold locks that
prevent high priority queries from making progress. OS-
based scheduling methods are not aware of these effects
and therefore not suitable.

2) Adaptivity. The solution must be able to handle on-line
arrival of queries and adjust to changing workloads. No
assumptions can be made about the arrival rate of queries
nor their duration or complexity. Even in cases where
admission-control mechanisms throttle the number of
incoming queries, it is highly desirable that the solution
does not have to be aware of these parameters and
components. Furthermore, it is desirable to allow for
weights being adjusted mid-flight by administrators.

3) Performance. The solution must be lightweight and not
incur any significant overhead. This includes both the
overhead to determine target CPU times as well as
possible wait times due to implementation issues, e.g.,

locking of additional shared data structures etc. It is
therefore desirable to solve the optimization problem as
detailed in the previous section only in approximation.

4) Robustness. The solution should be of low implemen-
tation complexity and must be able to cope with ex-
ceptional situations encountered during the execution
of queries such as cancellation of queries or software
defects, e.g., query reset due to crashed query processes.

5) Portability. The solution must be portable across differ-
ent platforms and must not rely on OS-specific compo-
nents or libraries. Even portable system calls may be
unsuitable if they differ in implementation and hence
performance on different platforms. This rules out most
OS scheduler extensions.

In the case of Greenplum Parallel Database, an additional
requirement arises from the parallel execution of queries: a
query may consist of several independent query processes. In
this case, all processes pertaining to the same query should be
treated equivalent to single process. In other words, prioritiza-
tion should be independent of the shape or complexity of the
query including its potential for parallel execution. We discuss
this topic in more detail in Section V-D.

V. DYNAMIC PRIORITIZATION OF DATABASE QUERIES

In this section, we present the architecture and relevant
implementation details for a solution for the abstract problem
described in Section III that also addresses the requirements
outlined in Section IV. The solution consists of two concep-
tually independent components: one dynamically determines
ideal Resource Consumption Rate (RCR) for all processes
involved; the other enforces it on all processes.

A. Basic Principles and Architecture

Database technology has a long-standing tradition of dealing
with scheduling problems very effectively by deploying col-
laborative scheduling, i.e., instead of processing asynchronous
interrupts all processes actively relinquish CPU and check
frequently for situations that may need attentions such as
cancellation requests, etc. This design requires software en-
gineers to be rather disciplined during development but comes
with significant payback: besides making for a simpler pro-
gramming model in general, collaborative scheduling avoids
convoy effects on locks as the calling code is fully aware of
critical sections and can yield the CPU at the most suitable
points in time [8]. As a result, this design achieves higher
performance and more robust code. Our approach was inspired
by the collaborative design paradigm: by letting all processes
assess their actual RCR frequently, compare it against their
individual target RCR, and adjust their own resource intake
accordingly, the responsibility of enforcing target RCR’s is
distributed across all participating processes without creating
a central bottleneck. This simple feedback loop, when executed
at sufficiently high frequency, addresses the enforcing of the
RCR.

In order to determine the target RCR for any process
accurately, a full overview of all processes that are actively
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Fig. 1. Architecture and process structure of the query prioritization
mechanism.

competing for CPU at this point in time is required, i.e.,
we need to determine how many query processes are present
and aggregate their weights. The fact that the number of
process may be large–potentially very large–makes gathering
this information a delicate task that has the potential to impact
the surveyed processes or to incur significant CPU load by
itself. Fortunately, it is sufficient to determine approximate
values only as CPU usage is fluctuating rapidly. Finding an
appropriate trade-off between the accuracy of the approxima-
tion and the statistical significance of the data collected is an
emperical task that relies on implementation specifics of the
underlying database system. See Section VII for more details
on the calibration of our implementation.

For the approximate assessment of competing processes,
we observe that some query processes may not be actively
competing for CPU time. For example, processes that are
blocked because they are waiting to acquire locks currently
held by other processes or are stalled by a producer/consumer
relationship and are waiting for data, do not need to be ac-
counted for. In short, only processes that are making progress
and are actually able to adjust their resource consumption need
to be taken into account. Therefore, we can simply combine a
process’ periodic assessment of its RCR with reporting its data
to a central instance, i.e., a data structure in shared memory.
Given the high frequency with which processes check and,
hence, report their RCR, this mechanism establishes a fairly
accurate approximation of all RCRs.

The gathered data is then used to determine target RCRs
asynchronously by “sweeping” the table periodically and re-

computing all active processes’ RCRs (we discuss the logic
the sweeper process implements below in more detail). The
targets are then retrieved by the processes by piggy-backing a
request on the reporting of the actual RCR. This ensures that
any process that is blocked is not be taken into account for
CPU allotment. Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of
the solution.

B. Sweeper Logic

The sweeper is implemented as a database service process.
For simplicity of exposition, we assume it is aware of all the
queries currently executing in the system i.e. all queries reg-
ister with it at start time and un-register once they terminated.
Our actual implementation goes beyond this and determines
based on the reporting of RCR’s by query processes what
queries are in the system to avoid unnecessary synchronization
at start time. The sweeper is run periodically and scans the
shared memory data structure that contains all reported RCR’s
of currently running queries to determine

• “active” queries and their weights
• the fair share of CPU for each active query.

Determining if a query is active is done by looking at
the timestamp of the last reporting of its RCR. If no new
data has been reported within a small grace period, the
query is considered inactive and unable to use CPU, e.g.,
blocked, waiting, etc. Once the set of active queries has been
determined, we can compute their fair share of CPU time as
target RCR by solving the optimization problem described
in Section III. Formal methods for solving Linear Program-
ming problems like the Simplex method or Ellipsoid method
(cf. [18]) are prohibitively expensive given the high frequency
at which we need to solve the problem as it evolves with
newly arriving queries and queries frequently transitioning
between being active and inactive. We therefore propose a
lightweight heuristic to solve the following simplified variant
of the original problem.

In the original problem we did break out the exact assign-
ment of a query to a CPU. However, in practice the assignment
of processes to CPU is best left to the scheduler of the OS
kernel. This simplifies our problem and we introduce new
variables ri where:

ri =

∑
j ai,j

T

Thus, ri (0 < ri ≤ 1) is the fraction of CPU time available
to Qi regardless of which CPU executes the process and
becomes the target RCR. Note that this eliminates T from the
equations. This is important because T may not stay the same
between subsequent invocations of the sweeper. The utilization
constraint from Equation 5 can then be stated as:

∑
i

ri = min(K, N) (7)



Algorithm 1: Compute target RCR
input : Weights of active queries wi’s
output: Target RCRri’s

/* Initialize */
1 W ←

∑
wi;

/* All queries are unallocated */
2 ∀i ri ← −1;
3 for j = 1 to K do
4 pegger ← false;
5 for i = 1 to N do
6 if (wi ∗K ≥W ) ∧ (ri = −1) then

/* This query pegs a CPU */
7 pegger ← true;
8 W ←W − wi;
9 ri ← 1.0;

/* Decrease CPU availability */
10 K ← K − 1.0;

/* Invariant: K+
W+

≥ K
W

*/
11 break;
12 end
13 end
14 if ¬pegger then

/* No peggers left */
15 goto rest;
16 end
17 end

/* No peggers left */
18 rest:
19 for i = 1 to N do
20 if ri = −1 then

/* Unallocated query */
21 ri ← wi × K

W
22 end
23 end

i.e., the fractions sum up to either the number of CPU’s, in
which case we maximized system utilization, or to the num-
ber of query processes; whichever is smaller. This condition
reflects the discrete nature of CPU as a resource: no matter
how high the priority of a query process, it can utilize only a
single CPU at a time. We refer to the query process as pegging
a CPU when it has an extremely high priority vis-a-vis the
other queries and deserves exclusive access to a CPU. Note
that this case arises only when K > 1. In the same spirit, we
introduce Fi as a variant of Ei, the expected CPU share for a
query (see Equation 1).

Fi = min(1, K × wi∑N
1 wj

) (8)

A pegger per the model is a query where Fi = 1.0 i.e.
the query deserves a full CPU because of its extremely high
weight compared to the rest of the queries.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code employed by the
sweeper to solve for ri’s, given the active queries and their
weights. The algorithm checks if there are any peggers.
These queries are assigned a full CPU i.e. ri = 1.0. If a
pegger is found, then the algorithm re-starts from the first
query to find any other peggers. This is because the number
of available CPUs and the expected fair share of remaining
queries has changed. If there are more queries than CPUs,
we are guaranteed that there will be some non-peggers. In
the second part of the algorithm we assign the ri’s of the
non-peggers proportionally.

Example. Let there be 4 queries with weights
{1, 100, 10, 1000} with 3 CPUs available to share. The
algorithm determines that Q4 is a pegger (1000 ∗ 3 > 1111)
and assigns r4 = 1.0. It restarts from the beginning and
determines that Q2 is now a pegger as well (100 ∗ 2 > 111)
and assigns r3 = 1.0. There is only one CPU and no peggers
left. The algorithm now goes the rest block and assigns
CPU ratios of r1 = 1

11 and r2 = 10
11 . Final assignments are

{0.09, 1.0, 0.91, 1.0}. •

The algorithm has two nice properties which make it suitable
for our purposes:

• Property 1: The algorithm ensures that the modified
utilization constraint (Equation 7) is satisfied i.e. there is
no underutilization of CPU. We state this without proof.

• Property 2: After the algorithm completes, every query
gets allocated a share not less than the expected value per
the model i.e. ∀i ri ≥ Fi (see Equation 8). We present
an informal proof of this property.

The key to proving property 2 is the invariant in the i loop
of the algorithm. In the invariant, W+ and K+ refer to the
updated values of W and K after a pegger (Ql) is identified by
the algorithm. Specifically, K+ = K − 1 and W+ = W −wl.
Since Ql is a pegger, we know that:

wl ×K ≥ W

=⇒ wl ≥
W

K

=⇒ W − wl ≤ W − W

K

=⇒ K − 1
W − wl

≥ K

W

=⇒ K+

W+
≥ K

W

Thus, the ratio K
W can never decrease in the algorithm.

Therefore, if a query was not pegged by the algorithm, i.e.
it is processed in the rest block. The effective allocation ri

is guaranteed to be more than the expected value Fi. This
completes the proof of property 2.

The algorithm guarantees maximal utilization of CPU while
ensuring that no query gets less than its expected share of
CPU. The algorithm runs in O(N) (K is constant for a
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database installation), and is overall fairly lightweight. Typ-
ically, the number of concurrent queries (N ) we have seen
are in the dozens or low hundreds in production systems. We
also implemented a simple optimization to cache the results
ri’s and reuse them if there has been no change in the active
queries or their weights.

C. Back-off Heuristic

The back-off heuristic is a subroutine that the query ex-
ecution engine calls frequently. The back-off module uses a
sleep()subroutine to achieve its fair share of CPU usage as
calculated by the sweeper process. The sleep()subroutine is
implemented using the select system call with a timeout. By
calling the sleep()routine, the database process tells the OS
that it is relinquishing its right to the CPU for the determined
amount of time, thus reducing its RCR. However, calculating
sleep time required from a database process is not straight-
forward since it depends on the state of the entire system and
no mathematical system can precisely model a real physical
system. Therefore, we employed control theory principles
to achieve our goals. Feedback control is a mechanism of
applying input to cause system variables to conform to desired
values called the reference. In our situation, sleep time is the
input, system variable is actual CPU usage and reference is
the desired CPU usage ri.

The backoff module maintains a variable sleepTime and
routinely sleeps that amount. It also routinely checks its CPU
usage using system calls. If the actual CPU usage varies
from the required CPU usage, the control function changes
sleepTime accordingly. The control function we employ is:

sleepTimem+1 = sleepTimem ×
Actual CPU usage

ri

In our calculations, only the CPU usage since the last check
is considered. If the actual CPU share is higher than the desired

value, sleepTime grows. We found that this simple control
function works very well in practice and converges rapidly.
Also, in our experiments this function has proven to dampen
the system sufficiently without causing underutilization. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the feedback loop in a simplified fashion.

As explained earlier, the back-off module also records a
reporting timestamp in the shared state that enables discerning
active and inactive queries. This mechanism covers both
regular and exceptional situation, e.g., when a query crashes
due to a software defect or is waiting on database locks. As
soon as a waiting query awakens after acquiring its locks, it
will enter the set of active queries by reporting to the sweeper.

D. Extensions for Parallelism

The Greenplum Parallel Database (GPDB) has a shared-
nothing, massively parallel processing (MPP) architecture. It
enables parallel execution of a query using both intra-operator
and inter-operator parallelism.

A unit of intra-operator parallelism is a segment - an
operator is parallelized by partitioning its inputs. Each segment
has a dedicated set of CPUs assigned to it and does not share
state information with other segments. The execution of a
single query may involve database processes spread across
segments. We implemented our solution on a per-segment
basis i.e. database processes belonging to the same segment
compete with one another for the segment’s CPUs. Thus, we
avoid any expensive communication over the network and
minimize overhead of the mechanism.

Inter-operator parallelism is an orthogonal form of par-
allelism supported by GPDB and it poses an interesting
challenge to our solution. Figure 3 presents an example of
inter-operator parallelism. The query here involves the join
of four relations and the execution plan depicted is a bushy
join plan. The plan is executed using three database processes
as shown in the figure (note that each segment will have a
set of three processes as well). Thus, there are three processes
corresponding to a single query competing for CPU with other
queries. In the example, Process3 is blocked on Process1

and cannot make progress. Therefore, there are only 2 “active”
processes for this query. Note that the number of “active”
processes involved in a query may vary during the lifetime

Process #1 Process #2

R1 R2 R3 R4

Process #3

Fig. 3. Parallel Query Execution of a Bushy Join Plan in GPDB



of a query.
The solution we described extends in a fairly straightforward

way for such scenarios. The RCR for each query ri is divided
equally among all the “active” database processes belonging
to a query. Thus, the CPU share consumed by a query remains
independent of the number of processes used to implement it.

E. User Interface

For completeness, we briefly mention possible integration
of prioritization mechanisms with a user interface. The user
interface is not of much concern to the internal implementation
but essential to users and administrators.

In the following we assume syntax constructs to express pri-
orities either through extensions to the respective SQL dialect
or equivalent mechanisms such as attributes to connectivity
components. From a usability point of view it is important
that priorities be intuitive and easy to understand, e.g., based
on the user’s identity. In the Greenplum Parallel Database, we
chose to extend existing Workload Management components
to accommodate priorities as an additional attribute.

In our experiments we also found it useful to provide special
functionality that allows administrators to alter the priority of
an already running statement mid-flight. We believe such a
mechanism can be beneficial in operational emergencies as
well as for tuning purposes.

VI. DISCUSSION

We encountered several notable edge cases while imple-
menting the back-off module, and, while of more esoteric
nature, it is important to mention them.

First, consider the case of a severe discrepancy between the
priorities of two concurrent queries. The low priority query
sleeps for extended periods of time. If the high-priority query
suddenly becomes inactive (e.g. due to lock conflicts), the
low priority query gets to use extra CPU-time. However, the
paused query may have backed off for too long a quantum
and CPU-time is wasted as both queries are not reclaiming
CPU. We prevent this situation from turning into noticeable
under utilization by implementing the back-off in a way that
it pauses a low-priority query in small quanta of time rather
than the full pre-determined back-off period. This causes the
back-off module to check the assigned RCR frequently and
pick up any changes in target RCR without delay.

Another challenge we faced is the fact that different operat-
ing systems supported different resolutions in their implemen-
tation of the system calls used to pause a process as result
of backing off. Processes with high target RCR often need
to pause for extremely short intervals which maybe below the
resolution as supported by the operating system. This may lead
to an inadvertent increase in sleep time which in turn may
cause a dip in overall CPU usage. By crafting experiments
that trigger this phenomenon we were able to investigate this
effect in more detail. However, due to the rare occurrence
of this constellation we found this problem to be of little
impact on higher-level metrics such as response times of entire
workloads (see Section VII).
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Finally, our prioritization mechanism can also be used to
control the overall CPU utilization of the database system
and enable reserving of CPU time for external processes by
throttling the overall CPU time available to query processes.
This can be beneficial if additional applications such as
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monitoring agents and other maintenance processes need to
be executed on the database hosts.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The experiments in this section were designed to demon-
strate that:

• The heuristic backoff mechanism described in this paper
achieves proportionate CPU sharing.

• Proportionate CPU sharing may be used to provide soft
response-time and throughput guarantees.

In our experiments, we used a SunFire x4540 with 8 virtual
processors clocked at 2.3GHz running SunOS 5.10 with a read
bandwidth of 999.33 MB/s. On this machine, we configured a
8-segment configuration of Greenplum Parallel Database. We
utilized datasets and queries from the TPC-H [3] benchmark
of different scales.

The first experiment is designed to test the efficacy of the
backoff mechanism using a TPC-H 10 GB dataset and Query
1 (Q) from the benchmark. First, a single instance of Q
was executed and the CPU usage of the database executor
processes was measured using the getrusage() system
call. Figure 4(a) shows that this query saturates the CPU.
Next, we issued the one instance of the same query (Qa)
against the database and issued another instance (Qb) after the
first instance began execution and measured CPU usages in a
similar fashion. In this run, the weights of the two queries were
identical (wa = wb = 1). Figure 4(b) shows that both queries
get approximately 50% of CPU in the overlapping interval.
Next, we repeated the experiment with wa = 2 and wb = 1
to simulate the example from Section III and plotted the CPU
usage in Figure 4(c). The results show that the achieved CPU
usage for Qa hovers at 66% within a small error margin and
Qb achieves 33% as the example suggests. The pertubation in
the CPU usage of Qa is an artifact of the resolution of the
sleep system call and it does not adversely affect higher-level
metrics such as response time or throughput adversely.
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Fig. 6. Average response time of 8 queries varying the number of high
priority queries matches expected behavior of Equation 10. The y-axis is
normalized with respect to the expected response time when all 8 queries are
high priority.

The next experiment is designed to examine the CEO query
situation using TPC-H 100 GB dataset. In this situation, a
query of extremely high importance (i.e. CEO query) arrives
during the execution of a heavy workload. Ideally, the CEO
query must see no impact in its response time due to other
queries. In this experiment, one CEO query with an extremely
large weight of 1,000,000 was executed concurrently with
multiple low priority queries with weights of 100. In our
experiment, query 1 was used for the CEO query and the
low priority queries. Figure 5 shows that the CEO query has
a nearly constant response time even in the presence of 512
concurrent low priority queries. This shows how the backoff
mechanism may be employed to implement response-time
guarantees for extremely important queries/reports.

In the next experiment, we show how the CPU sharing
mechanism allows us to predict response times of queries in
more complex workloads using analytical methods. Consider a
mix of N identical queries with response time t when executed
individually against the database. Say M of those queries have
a weight of 2 and N −M have a weight of 1. The response
time of a high-priority task should be:

thigh =
N + M

2
× t

The response time of a low-priority task may be computed
as:

tlow = thigh + (t− thigh

N + M
)× (N −M)

= N × t

The average response time for the entire set of queries is:
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of queries on the streams is proportional to the weights.

thigh ×
M

N
+ tlow ×

N −M

N
(9)

= t× (
M2

2N
− M

2
+ N) (10)

To emperically verify that the mechanism produces the
expected behavior, we fix N = 8 and vary M , the number
of high priority queries. The dataset used was TPC-H 30 GB
and the Query 1 was used as the high-priority and low-
priority query. Figure 6 plots the measured mean response
times and the expected value per the analytical formula from
Equation 10. The system is able to match the expected
behavior in this mixed workload situation.

Some database applications like BI and ETL tools open a
persistent connection to the database and issue queries serially
and it may be necessary to enforce stream-level throughput
performance for these applications. The final experiment is
designed to show how this may be accomplished. The test
involves three streams of TPC-H Query 4 against a TPC-
H 10 GB dataset with queries weighed in the ratio 10:5:2.
Figure 7 plots the number of queries completed on each stream
over time and it indicates that that the three streams experience
throughputs in proportion to the weights. This shows how
higher-level throughput requirements may be satisfied using
the approach described in this paper.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Some databases have implemented more centralized CPU
management schemes. For example, Oracle’s Resource Man-
ager [15] determines what set of tasks (equivalent to database
processes) should be active at a point in time and presents
these to the operating system, thus removing all scheduling
options from the operating system. A similar centralized
approach is followed by Real-time Database Systems [10].
This makes the CPU scheduler a complex piece of software
that must understand notions of transactions and locks. Our

backoff approach is more de-centralized, but relies on a multi-
tasking OS to switch between database processes when they
yield.

The problem of fair resource sharing occurs in bandwidth
allocation in wireless networks [6], [9]. Typically, these works
assume a centralized protocol that coordinates access to the
wireless medium. Vaidya et al [19] take an approach which
is similar to ours but deals with a much simpler scenario.
In their case there is exactly one resource (wireless medium)
that is to be shared. We exploit the presence of shared state to
communicate the fair share of the resource (CPU) and address
the problem of multiple resources.

Powley et al [14] employ constant throttling to achieve
DBMS workload control. Our solution adapts to more complex
scenarios using feedback control. Parekh et al [12] also employ
feedback mechanism to control the impact of database utilities
during production workloads. Our solution includes a CPU
share calculation algorithm and is applicable to database
processes involved in query execution.

Many databases, including Greenplum [1], provide admis-
sion control as a way to manage workloads. Teradata’s Active
System Management [7] and IBM DB2 Query Patroller [4]
provide mechanisms to classify and control workloads based
on multiple parameters. Schroeder et al [16] deal with a related
problem of QoS at the level of transactions. Admission control
determines what set of queries may execute concurrently while
the work in this paper tackles the problem of how they must
behave when executing concurrently.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the problem of dynamic prior-
itization of queries. The solution presented is based on the
periodic assessment of a query’s resource consumption rate
and automatic adjustment towards the ideal rate using control
theory principles. Our approach achieves near-optimal results
and is distinguished by its robustness, responsiveness to highly
dynamic query workloads, and negligible overhead. We imple-
mented this mechanism in the Greenplum Parallel Database,
a full-featured parallel and distributed database system.

We focused on CPU as the most critical resource. However,
the principles of our approach are not limited to any specific
type of resource. The computation of ideal resource consump-
tion rates extends easily to any resource for which there is
a programmatic interface to assess a query process’ current
rate efficiently. Resource-specific mechanisms for adjusting
the rate are needed though and, depending on the type of
resource, may not be trivial to implement.
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